Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Constitutions 1945 states that one of Republic Indonesia's goals is increasing the intellectual life of nation, for that every Indonesia citizen has the right to get good education. Good education will result good Human Resources, which is able to actualize the humanity potential optimally [1] . National education is directed to improving the holistic of human dignity that allow the humanity dimension to develop optimally. Therefore, the education institution became a strategic instrument for the effort to develop the individuals potential, including developing national character and national concept for educational member, which became an important foundation to maintenance the National Unity of Republic of Indonesia, so that the ideals of Indonesian human construct can be running completely.
The development of national education that will be done, has considered to international agreements such as Education for All; Convention on The Right of Child; Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and World Summit on Sustainable Development, which emphasized the importance of education as one way to solve poverty, increase equity and equality of gender; to understand cultural values, multiculturalism, and to increase social justice [2] . But in reality, education in Indonesia has not been fully able to meet the basic rights of citizens. One reason is the unsolved problem of quality education at every and unit levels education, especially primary and secondary education. The indicators of poor quality of education in Indonesia can be seen from the student's achievement that are still very low, the rank of Indonesia education decreased from 65 year to 69 this year [3] .
Observing at educational conditions in Indonesia that faced various problems, the various policies also has been formulated. Chief J.O. Udoji [4] , defined public policy as: "a sanctioned course of action addressed to a particular problem or group of related problems that affect society at large". One of educational policy that had long held to improve the human resources quality in Indonesia is Compulsory Study Policy. According to Zainir [5] , compulsory study is the minimum educational program that should be followed by Indonesian citizen as the responsibility of Central Government and Local Government. However, since the compulsory study 12 years is implemented, in fact, the number of children that drops out from school and collecting school fees in Kudus Regency still exists. Ironically, the main problem is due to economic factors. Moreover, the school cost that increase over time making them difficult continue to their school. Scholarship for Poor Students / Beasiswa Untuk Siswa Miskin is allocated through APBD that amount billion rupiah was not able to resolve this issue. In 2011, a total 3,4 billion has been prepared to succeed compulsory study 12 years policy. While, the distribution funds is leaving problem caused by a database that obviously. As a result, compulsory study 12 years policy that should be able to improve the education quality is precisely vulnerable to misappropriation [6] .
Observing an interesting phenomenon, that is the bravery of Kudus Regency issued compulsory study 12 year policy through Regional Regulation Kudus Regency Number 2/2010, while the central government had issued compulsory study 12 year study program in mid-2013. However, in practical area, problems about school dropouts and the practice of collecting school fees is encountered. Then researchers
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RESEARCH METHODS
This research is using descriptive qualitative approach. The type and source of data that used in this research are: primary data and secondary data. The data collecting processes that used in this research are: interview; observation; and documentation. In this research, the method of analysis used theory proposed by Miles and Hubberman [7] , there are by data collection; data reduction; data presentation; and conclusion/ verification. The research location is in Kudus Regency. 
DISCUSSION
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Regency (Lestari, et The programs determined by the Government of Kudus in order to support the success of the compulsory study 12 Years policy include: the Development of schools facilities and infrastructure; Routine Maintenance of schools facilities and infrastructure; Rehabilitation of schools facilities and infrastructure; Supplying of books and stationery and also practice equipments; Training and Choaching the teachers in order to enhance the quality of teachers; and so on. Besides of those programs, the Government of Kudus Regency also gives scholarships to students in Kudus, it is scholarships for disadvantaged students and scholarships for students that has achievement in academic and nonacademic. 
4) Facilities and Infrastructure
Every Year Kudus Regency Government and the Central Government has spent the budget that use to supply the infrastructure for schools. From the Government of KudusRegency, they have many programs to supply the infrastructure for schools every Year. Meanwhile, the Central Government has Social Funding, one of them is used for investment in infrastucture, such as supply of land, building, and equipments. But, the obstacle is the lack of equipment for practice, this is due to the expensiveness of the equipments.
The Increase of Quality Education In
Kudus Regency: The Implementation of Compulsory Study 12 Years Policy in Kudus brings a significance impact in improving the quality of education in Kudus, it can be seen by the improvement of Crude Participant Rates for the secondary education that increased from 60 percent in 2008 to 80,59 percent in 2013. The successful in improving the quality of education in Kudus also can be seen from the achievements of Kudus.
According to the result and achievement, can seen from in the implementation of compulsory study 12 years policy in Kudus Regency give the positive impact to increase quality education in Kudus Regency. The successfully implementation of compulsory study 12 years policy in Kudus Regency also seen from the variables models of implementation public policy from Edward III. George Edward III [10] , say that the public policy has been effectively, if concerned 4 variables:
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